Second Tuesdays of the month  8 pm
At SUSHI A CENTER FOR THE URBAN ARTS
Curated by Spruce Street Forum’s Bonnie Wright

January 13
Nels Cline, guitars and Alex Cline, percussion
A rare performance by identical twins Alex and Nels (of Wilco)

February 10
Blevin Blectum; Gular Flutter: live electronics with video by Ryan Junell
Electronics “with a more oblique slant...”

March 10
Aiyun Huang with Liam Clancy, percussion, video, and dance
Tension Study II – Eagle Claw Wu Tsiao Chien Wins by Sean Griffin

April 14
Pamela Z, voice, electronics and video
Lisle Ellis, bass & circuitry

May 12
Barnyard Drama from Toronto
Christine Duncan, voice;
Jean Martin, drums, turntable and loops
with Justin Haynes, guitars

pay what you can at the door

SUSHI
390 11th Avenue at J Street
Downtown San Diego  92101
Reservations: 619.235.8466
www.sushiart.org